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Abstract

This paper proposes a novel approach for spoken language
understanding based on a combination of weighted finite state
automata and an artificial neural network. The former machine
acts as a robust parser, which extracts some semantic
information called subframes from an input sentence, then the
latter machine interprets a concept of the sentence by
considering the existence of subframes and their scores
obtained from the automata. With a large number of concepts
handled in our mixed-initiative dialogue system, the proposed
system achieves a considerable concept interpretation result on
either a typed-in test set or a spoken test set. A high subframe
recall rate also verifies an applicability of the proposed
system.

1. Introduction

A pioneering mixed-initiative spoken dialogue system with
Thai language interaction has been constructed in a domain of
hotel reservation [1]. Lack of resources for the new language,
especially annotated corpora, has caused difficulty in the
invention. Consequently except for the speech recognition
engine, most parts of our first system were constructed based
on handcrafted rules. The preliminary evaluation showed that
a considerable size of errors came from high out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) and out-of-concept (OOC) rates in speech recognition
and language understanding respectively. Reducing the OOV
can be easily achieved by adding recognizer lexicon entries.
However, extension of concepts that the system can handle
needs expansion of linguistic knowledge and a complicated
annotated corpus.

Instead of improving the handcrafted rule-based
understanding system implemented in the first version, we
have recently tried to create a new system that can be
automatically trained by a given corpus. Many research
projects have split the spoken language understanding task
into two consecutive subsystems namely speech recognition
and understanding. Since the speech recognizer is not the
main focus of this article, its task is equivalent to finding the

most likely meaning M
~

by searching over the possible word
strings resulted from the recognizer.
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In our system, the meaning M is represented by the
combination of a concept C and a set of semantic slots S. We
observe that the concept C can be interpreted from the set S, if
a proper space of S is defined. Therefore,
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the Eqs. 1 and 2, we get
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arching for the set of semantic slots S that maximize
obability P(S|W) is the function of a semantic parser,
as maximization of the probability P(C|S) is performed
semantic or concept interpreter. Many understanding
s interpret the sentence concept together with parsing

mantic details using a set of rules, parse trees, or
ing networks [2, 4]. Some researchers proposed to
fy the sentence concept prior to the semantic parsing [5].

Thai language, there is no definite or indefinite article,
rb conjugation, no noun declension, no object pronoun,
ast and future tenses are often indicated only by context
h the words "already" or "will" tacked on. This causes a
f words insignificant to the main meaning of the
ce. To deal with such a language, it is necessary to find

icient semantic parser that can handle a large number of
ificant words. The parser must also be able to deal with
-specified grammar sentences happened commonly in
ing style, as well as incomplete sentences corrupted by
nition errors. We need to construct an effective concept
reter that is suitably connected to the parser.

this paper, a novel technique for a spoken language
standing system is proposed. Instead of using a full
tic parser, a word/phrase spotting technique, which has
roven to be efficient for natural language understanding
applied to an input sentence. This produces a set of
tic slots, defined in this paper as subframes, and
ood scores. With the likelihood scores as input features
artificial neural network, a final sentence concept is

ted. It can be noted that the number of concepts to be
fied must be large in order to achieve a highly mixed-
ive dialogue system. Next section describes more details
system architecture as well as the way we implemented.
nderstanding system can be trained using a corpus

ated by a non-expert linguist. The procedure to prepare
rpus is explained in Section 3. Although the system is
d by a sentence set collected via keyboard, it works well

evaluated on either keyboard-based or speech
nition-based sentences as shown in Section 4. Finally
n 5 gives a conclusion.



2. System Architecture

Our spoken language understanding system consists of two
components, a semantic parser which in our work is called
subframe extraction module, and a concept interpretation
module. Figure 1 illustrates the overall system architecture.
The idea and implementation detail of each subsystem are
described below.

Subframe extraction

Concept interpretation

Input sentence (W)

Subframes (S)
(labels, values, scores)

Concept (C)

Figure 1: Overall system architecture.

2.1. Subframe extraction

As described in the introduction, an idea behind the subframe
extraction module is a robust parser that can extract a set of
semantic slots called subframes. A subframe consists of a
label and an optional value. Figure 2 gives some examples of
sentences and apparent subframes. A subframe of “facility”
must have a value such as “pool”, whereas a subframe of
“yesnoq” means yes/no question and needs no additional
value. The subframes should be defined to achieve the
following properties.

• A subframe has a unique semantic meaning.

• Order of subframes in a sentence is not important.

• Each type of subframe occurs only once in a sentence.

• The semantic meaning of a subframe can be interpreted
from a sequence of words/fillers arbitrarily placed in the
sentence (the sequences can overlap or cross each other).

“from the sixth two nights to the eighth of July”
Subframe
label

Subframe
value

Corresponding word
sequence (x = filler)

fromdate July-6 from the sixth x of July
todate July-8 x to the eight of July
numnight 2 x two nights x

“there is a pool, right?”
Subframe
label

Subframe
value

Corresponding word
sequence (x = filler)

reqprovide - there is x right
facility pool x pool x
yesnoq - x right

Figure 2: Examples of sentences and their
corresponding subframes.

The way we implement is similar to that of a phrase-
spotting engine except the definition of units extracted or
spotted. A subframe needs to be constructed by one or more
phrases to complete its meaning. Unlike a phrase, a word
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the first version of our understanding system, we have

d the subframe extraction module based on a set of
state automata (FSA). Each FSA acts as an acceptor of a
me. In the current version, we replace the handcrafted
by a weighted FSA (WFSA) that can be trained by a
s. The corpus contains a set of sentences, subframes
s and values) occurring in each sentence, and word
nces corresponding to the subframes. In the training
ss, a WFSA is constructed for a subframe using the steps

in Figure 3.
Training sentences

for a subframe

Preprocessing

Preprocessed
word sequences

Bigram
training

WFSA
training

Subframe WFSA

Figure 3: Subframe WFSA training procedure.

the preprocessing step, words that are not crucial to the
t subframe are replaced by filler symbols, connected
are reduced to a single filler, and fillers appeared at

ning and end of sentence are removed. Let’s C denote a
cessed set. For each subframe S, CS is a subset of C
ning sentences in which S is located. In the main
g procedure, a WFSA with words/fillers as input labels

egative logarithm of bigram probabilities as weights is
ucted from each sentence in CS and added to a grand

by a union operation. Then the grand WFSA is
inized and minimized. This process is repeated for
sentence in CS, resulting a final WFSA for the

me.
the parsing step, an input sentence is parsed to each of

bframe WFSA. Among some candidate word sequences
ted by a WFSA, one with the lowest score is selected.
ore is defined by an average of cumulative weights over
mber of words (N) contained in the word sequence as
in Eq. 4. By this criterion, the longer word sequence

igher average bigram probability over the sequence is
to be chosen.
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more robust parser can be achieved by introducing a
class which represents words with a common semantic
e. The use of word class allows us to easily extend the

to cover new words by adding word class entities.

oncept interpretation

oncept interpretation task can be viewed as a pattern
fication problem. A similar idea has been reported in
here a classifier is used to determine the topic of a user



by considering the words contained in a sentence. Instead of
semantically parsing after the topic classification, we first
extract subframes and then classify the sentence concept using
the subframe scores.

Many pattern classification techniques, including the
Bayes classifier, n-gram model, and support vector machine
(SVM), have been conducted for similar tasks [5]. Gorin et al.
[7] has proposed a maximum a posteriori (MAP) based
method for topic classification, which has been applied to
their call routing system. The algorithm is to maximize a
posterior distribution,

)|(max ik
k

i SCPp = (5)

where Ck is the kth class or topic, and Si is the ith fragment
which is a phrase-like sequence of words in a sentence. Then
the decision rule selects a class of the fragment with
maximum pi. This technique, denoted in this paper as PMAP,
fits to our problem when a subframe replaces the fragment
and a concept is a class to be identified. P(Ck|Si) can be
computed simply as the concurrence count of Ck and Si,
divided by the total frequency of Si.

Compared to the systems constructed for the Air Travel
Information (ATIS) domain [3, 5] and the call routing system
proposed by AT&T [7], a much larger number of user
concepts needs to be recognized in our task which achieves
highly mixed-initiative and natural conversational dialogue.
In our work, we investigate the use of an artificial neural
network (ANN) as a concept classifier and compare it with
the use of SVM and PMAP. For the ANN and SVM engines,
an input feature, which is a subframe score, is modified from
the one given by the subframe extraction module by linear
normalization within a range of 0 to 1.

3. Corpus Annotation

Annotated corpora have been built in two steps. The first step
is to assign a concept of the sentence and subframes occurred
in the sentence. Next, for the sentences containing a focused
subframe, words that are meaningful to the subframe are
marked.

Training sentences

Combine words to phrases based on
bigram frequency and mutual information

Select words/phrases with high frequency and
high mutual information to the subframe

Premarked word sentences

Figure 4: An approach for marking the words that are
meaningful to a subframe.

To reduce an effort of manual annotation, a semi-
automatic approach has been applied to the corpus
annotation. The language understanding system developed in
the first version is used to roughly tag the sentence concept
and subframes, which are later manually corrected. To mark
the words corresponding to a subframe, a strategy shown in
Figure 4 has been introduced.
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t first, two consecutive words that achieve the highest
count, with their mutual information greater than a

old, are merged to a new word. The process is iterated
the highest bigram count becomes lower than a
old. Next within each subframe, the word, whose
ncy and mutual information to the subframe exceeds a
old, is marked. Finally the annotation is manually
ed and edited using a specific GUI program. This
ss helps us to gain approximately two hundred annotated
ces per hour by only one non-expert staff.

4. Experiments

ve collected two sets of corpus. The first one was from
pecific website which simulated some conversational
ues in Thai language. Users answered the questions
yed on the screen by typing. The corpus we used in our
iment was collected during November – December

After getting rid of some garbage sentences (out-of-
in, confusing, etc.), it consisted of 6,083 sentences from
users. We then annotated all sentences using the
dure explained in the previous section. Each sentence
ged to one of 42 concepts and contained a part of 118
mes. The first corpus was separated into a training set
of 5,073 sentences and a test set (TS1) of 1,010
ces. The second corpus containing 403 utterances was
ted for the evaluation of the dialogue system version 1
wo test sets were derived from the second corpus, one
he recognized word sequence set (TS2) with 30.3%
obtained by the first version speech recognizer, and the
(TS3) was its exact transcription. Some details of each
xcept TS2, which is a recognition version of TS3) are

in Table 1.
sing the training set TR, 115 subframe WFSAs were
ucted using the AT&T FSM library tool [8]. Each
ce in the same TR set is parsed with the subframe
, which produced a set of accepted subframes and their

. It is worth noting that an out-of-subframe rate for test
might not be precisely computed, since we have
tted to annotate only some subframes prominently seen
sentence.

he existences of subframes and the normalized scores
er with the target concept of each sentence in the TR set
sed to train a concept interpretator. In the experiment, a

e multilayer perceptron ANN with back-propagation
ng algorithm was compared with the PMAP classifier
he SVM. The ANN created by the SNNS toolkit [9]
ted of an input layer with 115 input nodes, each

ged to one subframe, a hidden layer of 100 notes, and an
t layer of 42 nodes corresponding to 42 possible
pts. SVM is normally a binary classifier. To construct a
class classifier, many techniques have been proposed
mpared [10]. Although some techniques called One-vs-

nd DAGSVM have been proven to be the most efficient
ulti-class SVM classification, an amount of binary
needed to be constructed, 42*41/2 models, was not

cal. Hence, we tested only a technique called One-vs-
where 42 SVMs were created for 42 concepts.
n important parameter that highly affects the concept
retation performance is an out-of-concept (OOC) rate.
OC rate of TS3 set calculated in the system version 1

4.9% [1]. Reduction of OOC to only 0.5% as shown in
1 indicates that the new developed system has almost



overcome the problem. Table 2 then reports the concept
interpretation results using various classifiers for each test set.
The results when using the training set for evaluation are also
reported in order to show the training capability.

Table 2 clearly shows that the ANN outperforms the other
methods in every case. Although the use of SVM has been
proven to be very efficient for a similar task [5], there are
some reasons to explain why it cannot achieve the best. First,
compared to the number of target concepts defined in [5], a
much larger number of concepts is required in our task to
achieve a mixed-initiative dialogue scheme. Although some
techniques for multi-class SVM such as One-vs-One and
DAGSVM may produce a better classification performance,
they can be hardly implemented as described previously.
PMAP has a disadvantage that it has no discriminative ability
compared to the ANN. Without discriminative ability, some
subframes that are not indicative to a concept but often appear
in common, can easily deteriorate the decision made by
PMAP.

Table 1: Characteristics of corpora used in our
experiment.

Characteristics TR TS1 TS3
# Utterances (# Concepts) 5073 1010 403
# Words/utterance 7.5 6.5 6.8
# Subframes 9874 1685 503
OOC rate (%) - 0.0 0.5

Table 2: Concept interpretation results for various
concept classifiers.

Interpretation accuracy (%)Classifier
TR TS1 TS2 TS3

Rule-based
(version 1)

- - 54.2 60.6

ANN
SVM
PMAP

97.4
63.2
71.0

87.7
58.7
63.5

70.0
59.3
65.3

82.6
59.3
71.1

Although the system has been trained using a corpus
collected by typing, it works well with the test sets either
transcribed or recognized from the real spoken conversation.
Compared to the concept interpretation result evaluated in the
system version 1, the new ANN-based version achieves
36.3% and 29.1% improvement when evaluated by the
transcribed test set and the recognized test set respectively.
Not only a very large improvement has been obtained, but the
current system can also be adapted by a new corpus collected
in the near future.

Table 3: Subframe precison/recall rate of TS1.

Precision (%) Recall (%)
66.0 93.4

Another important issue is how well the system detects
the subframes contained in a sentence. Some subframes are
critical to the dialogue system, whereas some are not.
Moreover, a subframe critical to a concept may not impact
another concept. Hence to evaluate the subframe detection
performance, we must first define which subframes are critical
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h concept. Then precision/recall rate is computed by
ing only the impacting subframes. Table 3 shows the
me precision/recall rate for the test set TS1. The very
recall rate verifies that our understanding system is
ssing. Since the annotation of subframes was not strictly
e, subframes that were not prominent to the concept
likely to be overlooked in annotation, and it might have
ed the precision rate.

5. Conclusions

el approach of spoken language understanding has been
sed. A robust parser based on the phrase spotting
que was conducted in the subframe extraction module.
placed the handcrafted FSA parser implemented in the

version 1 by the WFSA, which could be trained by a
s. Parsing an input sentence to the WFSA gave a set of
ted subframes and their scores, which were used by the
pt interpretation module. Compared with several
ssful classifiers, a simple ANN classifier achieved the
erformance. Although the proposed system was trained
orpus collected by typing, it worked well with spoken

nces. By the combination of WFSA and ANN, the
can be easily retrained by a larger spoken corpus.

s the next step, we are planing to optimize our spoken
age understanding system, so that it can be connected
hly to the existing dialogue manager. After improving
alogue manager and the text generator, a full evaluation
r Thai language dialogue system version 2 will be
med.
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